Nowadays, there is a great deal of attention for regulations of carbon emissions to enforce the decisionmakers of production and distribution networks to redesign their systems satisfactorily. The literature has seen a rapid interest in developing novel metaheuristics to solve this problem as a complicated optimization problem. Such difficulties motivate us to address a production-distribution network design problem considering carbon emissions policies among the first studies in this area by a novel hybrid whale optimization algorithm. Accordingly, a mixed integer non-linear programming model has been developed. To tackle the proposed problem, a new hybrid metaheuristic based on whale optimization algorithm and simulated annealing as a successful optimizer is employed to solve the proposed problem. The calibration of the algorithms has been designed by Taguchi method, comprehensively. Finally, an extensive analysis has been evaluated through a comparative study along with some assessment metrics of Pareto solutions.
INTRODUCTION 1
The production-distribution systems have been investigated and analyzed in the recent years due to a rapid growth in sustainability attentions [1] . The sustainability should be considered in all of organizations due to recent governments' policies in the developed countries [2] . Generally, the sustainability dimensions should be adjusted based on economic, environmental and social aspects for a production-distribution supply chain system [3] . Similarly, recent years have seen a rapid interest in environmentalism to consider the carbon emissions to design the supply chain network [4] [5] [6] . In most of case studies, optimization of a supply chain is based on economic factors (profit maximization or cost minimization), with less or no regards to the negative impacts on the environment [7] [8] [9] . By another point of view, recent protocols committed by international organizations and governments are mainly decided to *Corresponding Author Email: amirfard@aut.ac.ir (A. M. Fathollahi-Fard) control and to reduce the carbon emission levels, more efficiently till 2020 [7] . Therefore, mitigating and reducing carbon emissions are one of main concerns in developing the sustainable supply chain network design [10] . This reason has been motivated to redesign of supply chain networks to incorporate goals from all dimensions of sustainability based on the triple line, i.e., economic, environmental and social aspects [1] [2] [3] .
Overall, there are several options which have to be weighed, taking into consideration of numerous constraints and requirements [11] . Most of developed decision-making models mainly focus on the location of facilities and the right allocation between each level [12] [13] [14] . In this regard, there are a few works proposing the inventory decisions in addition to the sustainable dimensions [14] [15] [16] [17] . Regarding the analytical based operations management adopted from the literature, the sources of green and environmental emissions should be eliminated and reduced from a robust productiondistribution supply chain system [12] [13] [14] [15] .
It is generally believed that assigning effective and efficient operations among design and management of supply chain networks, especially with carbon policies is a great challenge [17] [18] [19] [20] . Therefore, reduction of emissions at each stage of the supply chain will induce an overall reduction in emissions [21] . A sustainable supply chain emphasizes on being environmentally balanced while being economically viable [22, 23] . This includes strict carbon capping indicating some firms which should be regulated the main emissions of a sustainable production-distribution supply chain [24, 25] . The main limitations are regularly to set the carbon taxation [26] , carbon capping and trading [27] , and buying carbon credits from another firm [28] . All in all, this study employs all these three carbon policies to consolidate in a sustainable production-distribution and inventory control decisions model. There are many works concerning the sustainable supply chain network design in the last decades. As explored by Sahebjamnia et al. [28] , only seven papers in high rank related journals have been published for the period of 2015 to 2017 to address the sustainable supply chain network design problem. As mentioned earlier, economic, environmental and social aspects are three main sustainability dimensions [25, 29] . One of suppositions of environmental aspects is considering the carbon policies. In regards to the both single period and single stag, the study conducted by Zhang and Xu [10] revealed that more efforts on considering carbon emissions to evaluate multi-item supply chain networks are needed to be investigated. Xiaoping et al. [30] studied the same problem to indicate that one of main issues of Pareto improvements in supply chain networks is to consider the green technology. Recently, Hajighaei-Keshteli and Fathollahi-Fard [25] emphasized that more attemps on the environmental sustainabiliy aspects such as carbon emissions policies are needed to be evluatd. This reason motivate our attempts to contribute a new production-distribution system considering carbon emissions policies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, addresses the proposed problem along with main assumptions and formulation. Section 3, the introduced hybrid algorithm along with its encoding scheme are explained. Computational results are investigated in section 4. Finally, discussion and suggestions for the future works are investigated in section 5.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MODLING
This work aims to develop a new sustainable supply chain network with three echelons as a type of location and allocation problems by considering the carbon emissions policies. Generally, the model provides these important factors to design a sustainable supply chain network including the manufacturing cost, the holding cost, the transportation cost, the ordering cost, the regular and overtime of manufacturing process and the environmental emissions regarding the transportation, manufacturing and holding cost of system. As mentioned earlier, there are three carbon emissions policies in this study including strict carbon capping, carbon taxation and considering the cap-and-trade of carbon. In this regard, a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) model has been developed with two conflicting objective functions including the minimization the total cost of system and carbon emissions considerations. Overall, there are three echelons in our study including suppliers (A), manufacturers (B) and distributers (C). A planning horizon with multiple time and a set of routings (I) have been considered. In regards to illustrated problem, following assumptions are set for the model proposed:
• There is no flow between the same facilities in each echelon.
• All demand must be satisfied.
• The lead-time of manufacturer B to the item I is a fixed parameter.
• The standard normal distribution value is fixed for all members of supply chain network.
• There is no capacity limitation for the order quantity.
• The setup times of products are considered by the times of assembly and obtained shortage item to assemble the eventual products.
• Similar to other production systems, there is only one upstream node for a set of initial input products for each facility B. In this regard, it is possible that there are several upstream nodes for each facility B. There are a group of external suppliers or some other plants for manufacturing. In this case, an external supplier can supply facility B with several products. Overall, the used sets, parameters and decision variables are presented as follows: Sets: 
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Over-time of production quantity Here, the proposed formulation has been presented. The model has been inspired by the main previous works in this area i.e. [29] [30] [31] . For a distributer, the inventory would be stocked by supplying the demand of customers based on 1-α probability during the lead time LTBI. Therefore, following function may be used to estimate this probability.
where D(LTBI) during the lead time is item demand D. So, as may be seen in the following equation, a normal distribution function is utilized to estimate the reordering point:
Similar to other production systems, the variance may be neglected due to the lead time is fixed. As a result, the reordering point can be reconsidered as follows:
where the value of standard normal distribution value is calculated by Z1-α. As suggested in Equation (3), the computation of holding cost has been illustrated. From the calculation presented by Equation (4), the first term computes the holding cost average of ordering quantity. As such, the safety stock cost is calculated in the second term.
Taken together, all cost of holding and order system can be estimated as seen in Equation (5).
As mentioned earlier, there is no capacity constraints in our proposed formulation. Hence, there is a set of differences between Equation (5) in terms Q and equating it to zero. To do this end, the following formula is calculated:
Based on the Equation (6), the amount of is equal to:
After the calculation of Equations (7) and (5), the total cost of production and distribution system can be given in the first objective function as seen in Equation (8) . In this equation, the first term considers the opening cost which is required to open the manufactures. The second term considers the ordering and holding cost of manufacturers. As such, the third term computes the buffer stock holding cost. The knowledge of manufacturing cost for manufacturers is imparted by the fourth term. At the end, the two last terms give the transportation costs between the suppliers and manufacturers as well as the manufacturers and distributers.
The second objective function is given in Equation (9). This objective aims to minimize the environmental and carbon emissions of all supply chain network members by using four main parts. The carbon emission of manufacturing activities is accounted by the first part.
Both second and third parts support the carbon emission of transportation activities from suppliers to manufacturers and similarly, from manufacturers to distributers. The fourth term of second objective function provides the carbon emissions by the inventory.
Regarding the carbon taxation, certain tax may be considered as the total emissions computed by Equation (9) . There is a supposition for each environmental emissions unit; we assumed the tax to be τ. Accordingly, Equation (10) presents the total cost of supply chain system with the supposition of carbon tax:
As such, there is a limitation for the carbon emissions amount to be under strict carbon policy, there is a constraint on the amount of carbon emitted across the supply chain network under the presented carbon policy.
Here, this supposition is existed to impose the cap on the entire of all supply chain network. Assume that Ccap is the amount of carbon cap. Accordingly, a limitation would be considered as follows:
As discussed before, the carbon cap-and-trade policy is also considered by this study. Generally, there are two cases based on a positive and negative value of carbon credit as the result of Equation (12) . If the environmental emissions are greater than the cap, a positive carbon credit would be considered. Conversely, if the environmental emissions are lower than the cap, a negative carbon credit value would be traded.
− Ccap
If it is assumed that ψ would be the unit carbon emission cost. Accordingly, the total cost of proposed system after the conditions of carbon cap and trade would be as follows:
The other constraints of model can be listed as follows:
,
, ≥ 0
As detailed by Equation (14), this constraint guarantees that for all products, the demand of distributers (warehouses) should be satisfied by only one established manufacturer or plant center. As being indicated by Equation (15), the supplier A must provide its supplying, operationally. As such, Equations (15) and (16) also proposed that manufacturer B is restricted by a specific capacity storage and production limitation. To compute the average and variance of production to manufacture at manufacturer B, Equations (17) and (18) are provided to do this end. An interaction between the demand of distributors by considering previous, current and the production quantity periods for each product P as the main inventory decisions is considered by Equation (19). The production quantities restriction during regular and overtime hours are decided by Equations (20) and (21). The distributer capacity storage is determined by Equation (22). To support that a product P can be manufactured by only an opened manufacturer B, Equation (23) confirms this issue. At the end, the binary variables are guaranteed by Equation (24) . Similarly, the positive continuous variables are ensured by Equation (25) .
To the best of our knowledge, the presented model has not been introduced by a similar study. Hence, the proposed model has addressed a sustainable productiondistribution supply chain network with carbon emissions policies. Generally, the simplest case of a locationallocation problem is NP-hard [31] [32] [33] . In this regard, the presented model as a type of location-allocation problem is very difficult to solve due to inventory and multiperiod decisions as well as considering a multi-echelon supply chain network. Therefore, metaheuristics are needed to be considered for solving such models when especially the size of problem increases.
PROPOSED HYBRID METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Another main contribution of this study is to propose a new hybrid metaheuristic algorithm based on the Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) as a recently-developed optimizer and Simulated Annealing (SA) as a wellknown algorithm utilized in the literature repeatedly. Accordingly, a comparative study based on these three algorithms i.e. SA [34] , WOA [35] and a Hybrid of WOA and SA (HWS) has been applied.
Generally, the proposed HWS considers WOA as the main loop and SA as the local loop. Due to the best of our knowledeg, there is no similar algorithm to combine these two algorithms by our methodology. In the developed HWS, instead of spiral updating positions of each search agent, a local search based on SA is considered for each agent. Actually, in the proposed algorithm, SA does the local search based on the spiral procedures and accepting and or rejecting of solutions have been formulated regarding the SA structure. Based on our treatments, this SA rules help the algorithm to improve both intensification and diversification phases. Except of this operation of WOA, the other steps of HWS is completely similar to the main original idea of WOA. Note that this applied optimizer is also developed in a multi-objective version. To consider more details about the proposed HWS, its pseudo-code is provided as shown in Figure 1 .
1. Encoding Scheme
Whenever a metaheuristic procedure is used, coding and decoding the solution of mathematical problem is required [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The proposed problem has three main binary decision variables i.e. , and . Two other continuous variables i.e. and can be calculated based on the binary variables. Among them, is a type of location variables. As such, and are two allocation variables. For both groups, a popular technique called random-key is utilized to transform an infeasible representation to a feasible one. Figure 2 shows the representation for selection of manufacturers. Regarding this example, there are four potential sites for manufactures and among them, only two of them must be selected to be opened. In the first step, a number of random numbers distributed by uniform function (0, 1) has been generated. Accordingly, if this value greater than 0.5, it get 1 to be considered as an open manufacturer. Otherwise, it gets 0. Notably, the higher values generally get 1. Based on this rule, the second and fourth manufacturer should be opened. More details can be seen in Figure 2 , as well.
Regarding the allocation variables, based on the located manufacturers, a priority-based representation has been utilized similar to recent similar studies [7] [8] . The considered example for representation of allocation has been considered in Figure 3 . There are two suppliers and three distributers by considering two items to be supplied from suppliers to manufacturers as well as four products delivered from manufacturers to distributers. Note that all items and products should be assigned in all levels. Therefore, as represented in Figure 3 , for each selected manufacturer, a number distributed by uniform function (0, 2) is generated. As such, for each distributer, based on the selected manufacturers, a uniform distributed function should be designed. Therefore, Tune the parameters of HWS. Initialize the whale's population. Calculate the fitness of each search agents by considering the proposed encoding schemes. Set the Pareto optimal solutions. while (t< maximum number of iteration) for each search agent Update A, a, C, l, and p; */they are some random parameters of WOA/* if1 (p<0. endwhile return the non-dominated solutions; Figure 1 . The pseudo-code of proposed multi-objective of HWS Step 2: Transform to a feasible solution
Step 1: Initialize the random numbers from Figure 2 , a uniform distributer between (1, 2) and (3, 4) was considered. Taken together, supplier one was allocated to both selected manufacturers. As such, the second manufacturer is considered for the first and third distributers. The fourth manufacturer is assigned to the second and fourth distributers, as well. More details are given by Figure 3 .
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
A number of efficient evaluation metrics is required to assess the metaheuristics in an efficient way.
Considerably, this study utilizes four well-known evaluation metrics including Number of Pareto Solutions (NPS) [28, 34] , Mean Ideal Distance (MID) [25] [26] [27] , Spread of Non-dominance Solution (SNS) [1] [2] and Maximum Spread (MS) [29] [30] . Thus, these metrics are well-known and have been utilized in several studies, more explanations along with their formulations are referred to their main papers referred to literature [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Note that all test problems are generated using a benchmarked method from the literature [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
From Table 1 , the results obtained by each algorithm based on the evaluation metrics under each instances are reported. The best values in each test problem are revealed in bold. Except the MID, for other metrics, higher values are more preferable. Meanwhile, the lower value of MID brings the better capability of algorithms. Overall, from the tables, the proposed HWS shows a better performance in comparison of other algorithms. Figure 4 divides into four sub-figures to show the LSD interval regarding each assessment metric. Regarding the NPS (Figure 4(a) ), there is a clear difference between the performance of SA and two other algorithms. As can be seen, the SA is the worst optimizer. However, WOA is slightly better than WHS in this item. Based on the MID (Figure 4(b) ), it can be resulted that the proposed HWS is clearly outperformed both WOA and SA. As such, the SA brings the worst capability in this analysis. Similar to the MID, as can be seen from the MS (Figure 4(c) ), the HWS is generally better than other metaheuristics. At the last, as can be resulted from Figure  4(d) , the results of SA in the issue of SNS is the worst behaviour. In addition, there is a set of similarities between the WOA and HWS. Nevertheless, the WOA is better than the HWS in this case.
Overall, the performance of both WOA and HWS provides a competitive result. Although the WOA shows a better performance in term of NPS and SNS, the proposed HWS generally outperform the other algorithms. Note that the main demerit of HWS is the computational time of algorithm. 4 . LSD intervals based on the RDI the assessment metrics
CONCLUSIONS
Generally, decision makers in supply chain systems face many challenges in the sustainable supply chain management. During the study of literature on carbon policies for multi-level supply chain network design, we explored a coordinated carbon policies in a supply chain system, which helps organization to design a supply chain based on economic advantages and environmental benefits. The review of extant literature revealed that the supply chain activities including but not limited to manufacturing, transportation and inventory planning are the core reasons of carbon emission. Taking all of this into account, this finding motivated us to propose an integrated supply chain based on both production and distribution models for a forward supply chain network based on the environmental aspects with uncertain customer demands. The model provided was included the location of manufacturers, allocation, and the inventory decisions of different items of products. Whole of them were formulated by a mixed integer non-linear programming model. The main contribution of model was to add three different carbon emission policies for a forward supply chain network design problem considering lead time constraints.
Another main novelty of this study was to develop a new hybrid metaheuristic algorithm called as HWS based on the WOA and SA. This algorithm was compared with its original ideas i.e. WOA and SA. The algorithms were tuned by Taguchi method. In addition, four well-known multi-objective assessment metrics were utilized to evaluate the algorithms with a comprehensive analysis. Based on the statistical analyses, the proposed HWS outperform two other algorithms and give the competitive results. Based on the sensitivity analyses, the correlation of environmental emissions and some main decisions of an economic supply chain network to cover the activities of distributing, manufacturing and storing have been analyzed. In addition, the impact of lead time on the environmental emissions along with distribution policy, and three-echelon supply chain system were evaluated through a set of test problems with different difficulties. Taken together, these considerations in a forward supply chain network design give this ability to have a comparison with three carbon policies employed by this paper. Among them, carbon cap-and-trade may be more beneficial for such systems. 
